The Mughal scarf
Hi my name is Nazia Aziz (4z_artisans my insta i.d ). This is my first ever crochet scarf that I
have created and have written the pattern as well. I live in Lahore, a city of Pakistan having rich
historical culture and its Mughal architecture has always inspired me, therefore I tried to
incorporate its geometrical designs in to my design.

Yarn used
Fingering yarn
Hook size
2.5mm
Terms used
Us terms
Size of one motif
2 inches approx

Level of difficulty
Advance beginner
Stitches used
Sc,dc,bldc,picot, puff stitch, bpdc,bpsc, fltr, tr, slip stitch.
Abbreviations used
Sc, single crochet
Dc ,double crochet
Fptr , front post triple crochet
Bpdc , back post double crochet
Fpdc , front post double crochet
Bpsc, back post single crochet
Sl st, slip stitch

Notes
This scarf is based on motifs that can be attached in to many ways. We can make it in to
triangular shape, rectangle or even a pocket shawl. It all depends on your own imagination, sky
is the limit
Color A (camel / skin)
Color B (purple)
•

*Represents repeat

Pattern
Color A
Make a Magic ring
Row 1 ( color A )
1. Make 3dc 2 chains four times in to the magic ring.
2. Sl. St in to the first dc.
12 dc , 4, two chain space ( 4 corners made)

Row 2 (Color B)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Join color b
( bpdc in to first dc of magic ring.
2bpdc in to next 2 sts.2dc 2chain 2 dc in to chain space)*3.
Slst in to fist bpdc
Bpdc 12,( 2 dc, 2 chain 2 dc)*4

Row 3 ( color A )
1. Join color A into front post of first bpdc of R2 and make 4 chains.

2. (fpTr in to next bpdc of R1 and chain 3 ,

3. Insert the hook in to first chain to make a picot.

4. Chain 4 and slst in to front post of 3rd bpdc of R2

5.
6.
7.
8.

2bpsc in to next 2 sts .
1sc 2 chains 1 sc in to 2 chain space.
2bpsc in to next 2 sts )*3
slst in to first chain for 4 chains.8( 4 chains), 4 picots ,4 fptr,16bpsc, 4* 1sc 2 chains 1sc
( Motif 1 )

Attaching motifs together
Motifs can be attached either by needle or by crochet as we crochet along the scarf in to
that particular shape that we want.

Attaching motifs using crochet hook
Pictures are attached to make it more clearer
If you choose to attach the motifs by crochet then attach them during row 3.

1. After completing one motif ( motif 1)start another motif ( motif 2) till row 2 then
on row 3 make two picot section then complete the second corner and make chain
4 on front post of bpdc from row 2 and make fptr on next bpdc of row 2 make one
chain and attach the motif 1 by slip stitch. Chain 1 and slip st, in to the first chain.

2. Make 4 chains and slip st in front post of next bpdc from row 2
3. 2bpsc in to next 2 sts
4. 1sc 1chain in to chain space of row 2

5. Sl st in to the corner chain space of motif 1
6. 1sc in to the corner space of motif 2

7. Repeat the same pattern as you go along her you with the joining of motifs

8. Same method will be done either you want to make rectangle shape , triangle
shape or any other shape..Choice is yours.

Note

If you don’t feel comfortable in attaching motifs by crochet hook, you may use needle . same
result will be attained.

Border ( edging)
Adding a border or edging will give a finished look to the design. Therefore I added a simple
edging to it that enhanced the geometric design of my mughal scarf
I have used color A for the edging.
Attach the yarn in to any corner make sc 2 chains sc .then make 8 chains and slip stitch in to the
corner space of made in last row. Then chain 8 and sc in the joining of two motif 2 chains and sc
in to the same stitch. Repeat the pattern till we get to the spot where two triangles are meeting
together ( pic C) chain 8 sc in to the joining stitch , 2 chains and sc in to the same stitch.
Repeat the same pattern for the complete scarf

Pic A

Pic C

pic B

Tassels
You can add tassels or fringes of your choice.

Complete look
To give it more chic look I have attached a button on front panel along with the hook. Again its
up to your choice you want to add it or not

I hope you have enjoyed working on my deisgn. Feel free to ask any question.
My fb i.d is Nazia aziz
Page name is 4z artisans
Insta handel is 4z_Artisans

